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(ABSTRACT) 

In the fractional hp induction motor drive market there is an absence of low cost and 

compact designs. Moreover, given the massive production of appliances which require such drives, 

there is little need for high performance microcontroller controlled drives, since the only 

adjustments to the drive are made at the factory. The developed drive achieves the low cost and 

compact aims by implementing with analog components the constant Volts per Hertz technique. 

This simple technique can be used regardless of whether the speed loop is open or closed. 

In addition, since there is a growing need for drawing sinusoidal currents from utilities both 

for an optimal utilization of the utility power plant capacity and to minimize the harmonics injected 

into it, the developed drive is preceded by a power factor correction circuit, and its effect on the 

drive’s performance is determined with measurements of the system efficiency and the input power 

factor. It is found that the decrease in the system efficiency with the PFC circuit is small, and takes 

place only for speeds lower than 0.72 p.u. for a fan load.
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INTRODUCTION 

In the fractional hp induction motor drive market there is an absence of low cost and 

compact designs. Moreover, given the massive production of appliances which require such drives, 

there is little need for high performance microcontroller controlled drives, since the only 

adjustments to the drive are made at the factory. The object of this work is to develop a low cost and 

compact 1 hp induction motor drive for one quadrant operation. The technique used to achieve 

variable speed is known as constant Volts per Hertz (V/Hz). It is one of the variable frequency 

techniques that keeps the flux magnitude in the induction motor approximately constant. 

In addition, since there is a growing need for drawing sinusoidal currents from utilities both 

for an optimal utilization of the utility power plant capacity and to minimize the harmonics injected 

into it, another objective of this work is to examine the effect of power factor correction (PFC) on 

the system performance. The developed drive is preceded by a PFC circuit, and measurements of 

the system efficiency (the system includes the drive and the motor) and the input power factor are 

made. 

The drive consists of the controller, the driver, and the power circuit. The controller 

determines the frequency and the voltage of the motor supply, according to the commanded speed 

and the measured speed (the latter can be omitted, in which case we have an open loop control). 

The driver generates the actual sinewaves, and then uses PWM to produce the power circuit control 

signals. The power circuit rectifies the single phase input, and then utilizes a 3-phase inverter to 

supply the motor with variable voltage and frequency. 

In the following chapters the developed drive will be described. The first chapter has the 

design details of the drive. The drive operation is described in the second chapter. The third 

chapter includes theoretical performance predictions and experimental measurements; emphasis is 

given on the effect of PFC on the system performance.



CHAPTER 1 

INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE DESIGN 

This chapter discusses the induction motor drive design. First, a set of design objectives is 

set. Then, a description of the constant V/Hz technique is given in block diagram form with 

reference to the particular drive designed. A more analytical description of the electronic circuits 

within each block and their parameters follows. The chapter ends with the details of the actual 

implementation of the drive. 

1.1 Design objectives. 

A 1 hp induction motor drive needs to be designed whose major features are the low cost 

and compactness. To achieve these, an analog design with discrete components (not SMD, though) 

has to be chosen. Other design objectives are: 

e one quadrant operation, 

e single phase input, 

e variable output voltage and frequency, 

e PWM at a low frequency, 

e current limitation, 

e = soft start, and 

e variable integral and proportional speed controller gains. 

As a control technique the constant V/Hz is chosen among the other variable frequency 

techniques because it does not require speed feedback.



1.2 Constant V/Hz technique. 

The aim of the constant V/Hz technique is to keep the flux magnitude in the motor 

approximately constant by keeping the voltage to frequency ratio constant except for a small 

resistive drop offset. This is based on a linearization of actual motor stator voltage vs. frequency 

characteristics for constant stator current. (For a detailed description of the method the reader is 

referred to [1].) 

The block diagram of a drive implementing this technique is shown in figure 1.1. The 

commanded normalized rotor speed, ®m , goes through a soft start block with a transfer function of 
1 

1+T,,°S’ 

where T,, is the soft start time constant, to limit the rate of change of the input. The soft start time 

constant corresponds to the desired maximum rise time for a unit step input. The tachogenerator 

measured normalized rotor speed, @,,, goes through a low pass filter with a transfer function of 

1 

1+T,:s’ 

where T,, is the filter time constant, to filter out noise coming from the tachogenerator. The 

difference between these two speeds is the error signal. This goes to a PI controller with a transfer 

function of 

Ky Kp +— 
P's > 

where Kp and K;, are the proportional and integral gains of the controller, which produces the 

commanded torque. A torque limiter follows to reduce the torque, and consequently the motor 

currents, to a safe value, and also to avoid driving the motor in the nonstable region of operation. 

Since in the operating region the torque is proportional to the slip, the output of this block can be 

taken as the commanded slip, s. Adding the normalized rotor speed to the commanded slip gives 

the commanded normalized synchronous speed, which equals the commanded normalized



synchronous frequency, f,. From this, the commanded normalized voltage v’ is produced using the 

formula 

v =votKy-fa 

where v, is the normalized offset voltage, and Ky the normalized frequency to normalized voltage 

constant. The sinewave generator block produces 3-phase sinewaves according to the commanded 

normalized synchronous frequency and the commanded normalized voltage. These sinewaves and 

the triangular wave produced by a generator are fed to the PWM block which includes six 

comparators and produces the drive signals. The driver interfaces those signals to the 3-phase 

inverter that powers the motor. The power input to the 3-phase inverter comes from rectifying the 

AC input line. 
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Figure 1.1 Block diagram of a drive using the constant V/Hz technique. 

1.3 Electronic circuit description. 

Each of the blocks that appear in figure 1.1 will be discussed now in detail. A voltage of 

5 V is chosen to represent 1 p.u. values.



1.3.1 Soft start. 

Figure 1.2 shows the soft start block, which is formed around IC1:D and IC1:C, and has a 

transfer function of 

1 

1+ Ts s? 

where 

T,, = (VR2+R5)-Cl 

is the soft start time constant, that can be varied with VR2 from 1 ms to 5 sec. VRI adjusts the 

commanded normalized speed input gain, H,. When VR1 is turned to its maximum position, a 5 V 

input commands rated speed. 

  
R4 c! 
10K tu 

        
  

  

  

  

Figure 1.2 Soft start block schematic. 

1.3.2 Tachogenerator LPF. 

Figure 1.3 shows the first order low pass filter, which is formed around IC1:A, and has a 

transfer function of 

H, 

l+t,-s’ 
 



where 

Ho = VR3 

is the tachogenerator input gain, that can be adjusted with VR3, and 

t. = R6-C2 

is the low pass filter time constant, which is fixed, and corresponds to a corner frequency of 

7.23 Hz. 

  

  

    

  

  
Figure 1.3 Low pass filter schematic. 

1.3.3 Subtract block. 

Figure 1.4 shows the subtract block, which is formed around IC1:B. This block subtracts 

the measured normalized speed from the commanded normalized speed and produces the 

normalized speed error, €p.
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Figure 1.4 Subtract block schematic. 

1.3.4 PI controller. 

Figure 1.5 shows the PI controller, which is formed around IC2:C and IC2:D, has a transfer 

function of 

K 
Kp+—t P 5s” 

and produces the torque command, T’. 

VRS varies the proportional gain, Kp, from 0 to 6, and VR4 varies the integral gain, Ky, from 0 to 

50. 

    

      14 > T 

  

  
Figure 1.5 PI controller schematic.



1.3.5 Torque limiter. 

Figure 1.6 shows the torque limiter, which is formed around IC2:B and IC2:A. D1 does not 

allow the input voltage to exceed the voltage at the wiper of VR6, and, therefore, VR6 adjusts the 

torque limit from 0 to about 2.4 p.u.. D2 does not allow negative input voltages, since this is a one 

quadrant drive and torques cannot be negative. The output of this block is the commanded slip, s . 
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Figure 1.6 Torque limiter schematic.



3.1.6 Adder 

Figure 1.7 shows the adder, which is formed around IC3:A. This block adds the normalized 

rotor speed to the commanded slip and produces the commanded normalized synchronous frequency, 

* 

f, . 
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Figure 1.7 Adder schematic.



1.3.7 Voltage command. 

Figure 1.8 shows the voltage command block, which is formed around IC3:B, and produces 

the commanded normalized voltage from the commanded normalized synchronous frequency using 

the formula 

v =v,tKy-f, . 

VR8 varies v, from 0 to 0.1 p.u., and VR7 varies Ky from 0.9 to 1. At the output of this block there 

is a 5.1 V zener diode which prevents commanded voltages higher than the rated. This causes the 

motor to operate in the flux weakening region for speeds higher than the rated. (High output 

voltages are impossible anyway; however, if the commanded voltage was allowed to exceed its rated 

value, clipped sinewaves would be produced.) 
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Figure 1.8 Voltage command schematic.



1.3.8 VCO. 

Figure 1.9 shows the VCO, which is formed around IC4 (XR 2207). (For a description of 

this IC see Appendix V). IC3:C and IC3:D bring the input voltage to a value suitable for IC4. This 

block produces a TTL level squarewave, Vsqr, With a frequency of 

l poe 
R31-C6_ 6-R30 

where V, is the voltage at the output of IC3:C, and is given by 
VR9y, 

24-Viq +12-—E es 

where VR9w is the resistance from the pot wiper to its end. VR9 adjusts the frequency to be 1024 

times the commanded value (see §1.3.9). 
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Figure 1.9 VCO schematic. 
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1.3.9 Sinewave generator. 

Figure 1.10 shows the sinewave generator block. The signal from the VCO feeds a 12 stage 

tipple counter, IC5. The outputs of the counter’s first 10 stages (thus the 1024=2'°) form a 10 bit 

address bus for a 16 bit output EPROM, IC6, where the sinewaves for phases A and B are stored 

(8 bits for each phase). IC7 and IC8 are multiplying 8 bit D/A converters that produce negative 

voltages down to -5 V. The amplitude and offset of the sinewaves produced varies according to the 

commanded voltage signal, so that 

« 1+sin(27 f,” -t) 
a” ve 2 

» 1+sin(2n-f,” -t-2% 
2 

and 

Vb =-V > 

where f, is the commanded synchronous frequency. 

The voltage for phase C is produced from the circuit around IC9:D, as 

* 

Vo= —dyv —(v, +v,). 

VR10 balances the 3-phase system eliminating any op-amp offsets. 
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Figure 1.10 Sinewave generator schematic. 
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1.3.10 Triangular wave generator. 

Figure 1.11 shows the triangular wave generator, which is formed around IC11. This block 

produces a triangular wave, vii, with a frequency of 

R47 

PRI RGB CIO & 2-78 kHz), 

a peak to peak amplitude of 
R46 

2+ Vinax “RAF (~5 V), 

where Vinax is the maximum op-amp output voltage (= 10 V), and an offset of 
R46 

thus matching the D/A converters’ output voltage range. 
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Figure 1.11 Triangular wave generator schematic. 
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1.3.11 PWM block. 

Figure 1.12 shows the PWM block comprising IC10, IC9:B and IC9:C. Each of the 3-phase 

sinewaves is compared with the triangular wave with two complementary comparators to produce 

the PWM signals (IC10:C and IC10:B for v,, IC10:D and IC10:A for v,, and IC9:C and IC9:B for 

Ve). Vii - Vz3 are the low and vy - Vu3 the high inverter side drive signals. 
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Figure 1.12 PWM block schematic. 
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1.3.12 Driver. 

Figure 1.13 shows the driver, which is formed around IC12 (IR 2130). (For a description of 

this IC see Appendix VI.) The PWM signals are limited to a 0 to 5 V range, and fed to the power 

device driver IC, IC12, which interfaces them to the power devices. The IC contains three floating 

and three ground referenced drivers, and provides deadtime between the high and the low sides, and 

current limiting. VR11 adjusts the current limit value. vg - Vos are connected to the devices’ gates, 

and Vs; - Vse to the devices’ sources. 
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Figure 1.13 Driver schematic. 
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1.3.13 3-Phase inverter. 

Figure 1.14 shows the 3-phase inverter, which is formed with Q1 - Q6. The power devices 

are MOSFETs with antiparallel diodes. Resistors R58 - R63 are placed in series with the devices’ 

gates to limit the switching time, and, therefore, to protect the devices from large dV/dt ratios. Va, 

Vp, and V, are the outputs to the motor A, B, and C terminals respectively. 
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Figure 1.14 Inverter schematic. 
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1.3.14 Power supply. 

Figure 1.15 shows the power supply. +12 V, -12 V, and +5 V are produced with a linear 

power supply. The power input to the 3-phase inverter comes from rectifying the single phase 

230 V input with a bridge rectifier. 
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1.4 Circuit implementation. 

The drive circuit is divided in 3 double sided PCBs, namely Control Board (figure 1.16), 

Driver Board (figure 1.17), and Power Board (figure 1.18). The Control Board (5.0x2.4 in.) 

contains the low voltage power supply and the PI controller. The Driver Board (5.0x2.4 in.) 

contains the sinewave generator, the PWM circuit, and the power device driver IC. The Power 

Board (2.8x2.8 in.) contains the bridge rectifier, the power devices, and the rest of the power circuit. 

The bridge rectifier and the power devices are mounted on a 2.4x2.4x0.5 in. heatsink, which also 

has a small fan attached to it. The 3 boards are assembled to form a ‘IT’ with the Control Board and 

the Driver Board at the sides, and the Power Board at the top, so as to enclose the DC bus 

electrolytic capacitor. The following connections between boards are made: power input for the low 

voltage power supply from the Power Board to the Control Board, power supply and commanded 

synchronous frequency and voltage signals from the Control Board to the Driver Board, and power 

device drive signals from the Driver Board to the Power Board. 

Figure 1.19 shows the 6.0x4.3x2.9 in. enclosure that was designed for the drive. The top 

two pieces are folded along the dotted lines to form two ‘L’s. When put together, they form a box 

whose front and back are the other two pieces. There is a hole in the middle of the front piece for 

mounting a pot, if one is used to give the speed command. The four holes at the edges of the rear 

piece are used for the mounting of the drive. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE OPERATION 

This chapter describes the connections to the induction motor drive and the adjustments 

that need to be made. The chapter ends with a list of specifications. 

2.1 Connections. 

As seen in figure 2.1, there are four connections to the drive: power supply input, motor 

output, commanded speed input, and measured speed input. 

  

Power Supply Induction Motor Drive Motor 
Input -—_—_ | _, Output 

(|| 
Commanded Tachogenerator 
Speed Input Input 

  

    
  

Figure 2.1 Connections to the drive. 

Power supply input comes from a single phase 230 V AC line. Three terminals are used: 

Hot, Neutral, and Ground. Powering the drive from a 120 V AC line was avoided because it would 

a) limit its output voltage capability to half, and b) double the power device currents, in which case 

the output power would have to be derated. 

Output to the motor is 3-phase AC, PWM sinusoidal, with a maximum of 220 V rms. 

Commanded speed input is given as a DC voltage. 0 V command 0 speed, a minimum of 

5 V commands rated speed, and higher voltages command higher speeds (up to 1.5 times the rated). 
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At speeds higher than the rated the motor operates in the flux weakening region. It should be noted 

that, since the negative common of the circuit comes from rectifying the AC line, this inputs’ 

common is at a high voltage with reference to the ground, and special care should be taken in 

handling it. 

The measured speed input from a tachogenerator is optional. If it is omitted, the speed loop 

will be open, and the speed will vary with the load. The same consideration for nongrounded 

common applies here too but in this case it is not as important, since this input is only connected to 

the tachogenerator. 

It should be noted that the DC bus electrolytic capacitor remains charged for some time 

after the drive is turned off, and, therefore, care should be taken to either discharge the capacitor or 

to wait until its voltage is at a safe low level, before connecting anything to the drive. The 

capacitor’s voltage can be checked with a multimeter. 

2.2 Adjustments. 

The drive has eleven trimmer pots. Of these, five are adjusted according to motor 

parameters, two to match an input signal level, two to set a user specified parameter, and two to 

meet some other condition. 

e VRI adjusts the commanded speed input sensitivity. When VRI1 is turned to its maximum 

position, a 5 V input commands rated speed. To command rated speed with a higher voltage, 

VRI1 should be decreased accordingly. 

e VR2 adjusts the soft start time constant from 1 ms to 5 sec. This parameter is user specified. 

e VR3 adjusts the tachogenerator input sensitivity. It should be adjusted so that at rated speed the 

output of IC1:A (pin 1) is at -5 V (the input voltage should be less than 50 V at rated speed). 
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VR4 and VRS adjust the integral and proportional gains of the PI controller. Since there is no 

simple way to determine these gains from the motor parameters, they should be adjusted 

experimentally. 

When no tachogenerator is connected to the drive (open speed loop case), VR4 should be turned 

to its minimum position to zero the integral gain, and VRS to a relatively high value for a good 

(high) proportional gain. 

VR6 adjusts the torque limit. Since the output of this block is taken as the commanded slip, it 

actually adjusts the slip limit. 

VR7 and VR8 adjust the normalized voltage to normalized frequency constant and the offset 

voltage. The offset voltage is given by 

Vo = TeRs, 

where I, is the rated stator current, and R, the stator resistance per phase. VR8 should be 

adjusted so that the voltage at its wiper is 

Vo Sy V, 
p 

  

where 

230 
Vin=—~ VY. 

ph V3 

VR7 should be adjusted to the 

1l-   
Von 

of its way. 

VR9 adjusts the nominal frequency output. It should be adjusted so that the output of IC4 (pin 

13) has a frequency of 1024-60=61440 Hz, when the output of IC3:A (pin 1) is at -5 V. 

VR10 adjusts the 3-phase system balance. It should be adjusted so that the output of IC9:D (pin 

14) is a sinewave that varies between 0 V and some negative value. 
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e VR11 adjusts the DC bus current limit. It should be adjusted so that the instantaneous bus 

current does not exceed the rated instantaneous power device current. 

2.3 Specifications. 

Power supply 

Output power 

Output voltage range 

Output frequency range 

Commanded speed input voltage 

Measured speed input voltage 

Control technique 

Modulation 

Modulation frequency 

Protections 

Adjustments 

Ambient temperature 

Single phase 230 V AC, 50/60 Hz. 

1 hp max. 

0 to 220 V rms. 

0.1 to 86 Hz. 

5 V min. for rated speed command. 

50 V max. at rated speed. 

Constant V/Hz. 

PWM. 

2.78 kHz. 

¢ Current limitation 

¢ Torque limitation 

¢ Undervoltage. 

¢ Soft start controller time constant 

¢ Proportional speed controller gain 

* Integral speed controller gain 

* Torque limit 

¢ Offset voltage 

¢ V/Hz ratio 

¢ Current limit. 

0 to 40 °C 

(up to 70 °C, if the output power is derated). 
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Cooling method 

Dimensions 

Forced cooling. 

7.0x4.3x2.9 inches (18x117.4 cm) 

87 cu. in. (1.4 It.) 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

This chapter includes theoretical predictions and experimental measurements of the 

performance of the induction motor drive system. Emphasis is given on the effect PFC on the 

system performance. 

A 1 hp induction motor was used to test the drive. The system was loaded with a DC motor 

used as a generator, that was connected to a variable power resistor. The complete motor parameters 

were unavailable, and had to be measured. 

3.1 Motor parameter measurements. 

The available induction motor parameters were: 1hp, 3-phase, 230 V, 60 Hz, 3 A, 

3450 rpm, 2 pole, Y-connected. The parameters of the single phase equivalent circuit (figure 3.1) 

were measured. 

  

  

    

Figure 3.1 Single phase equivalent circuit of an induction motor. 

The stator resistance, R,, was determined from three DC resistance measurements between 

each pair of phases. The results were averaged and divided by two. These measurements were done 
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with the motor warm. The rest of the parameters were determined from two measurements of input 

voltage, current, and power. The first was with the motor running at synchronous speed 

(3600 rpm), so that s=0 and the rotor branch is open. To achieve synchronous speed, of course, 

power had to be applied to the DC motor. The second was with the motor at standstill (s=1), at 

rated stator current. From these measurements and assuming X;, = X;, the following system of 

equations was formed and solved using a MatLab program (see Appendix III): 

z,)=—— \Z_| =a 
V3-1, ° V3 +1, 

© = cos? © = cos! 
3-Vi-h ; V3-Vy I, 

Z, =|Z,|Zq, Zz =|Z2|Ze2 

Z,=R,+j- Xs +R,|j-X., 22> Ry + j-Xis +Relli-Xmnlli- Xi +R,) 

Xis = Xi, 

where the subscript 1 indicates the first measurement and the subscript 2 the second measurement. 

The following values for the induction motor parameters were calculated: R, = 2.355 Q, 

Xs = Xp = 2.766 CQ, X= 69.15 OQ, R, = 640.0 Q, and R, = 2.055 Q. Assuming the line frequency 

was 60 Hz, Li, = Li, = 7.338 mH, and L,, = 183.4 mH. 

The equivalent circuit of a DC motor is shown in figure 3.2. 

  

  

Figure 3.2 Equivalent circuit of a DC motor. 
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Since we are not interested in transients, L, does not need to be measured. The armature 

resistance was measured as R, = 0.8 £2. To determine the EMF constant, Kg, a variable voltage from 

a 3-phase variac was applied to the induction motor, and the voltage at the DC motor terminals was 

measured at different speeds. The average of the measured voltage to speed ratios was 

Kg = 0.0157 V/rpm. 

Then, followed a series of friction and windage losses measurements. The DC motor 

voltage and current were measured at different speeds, and the friction and windage losses were 

calculated using the formula 

Pry = Vel - 1-Ra. 

The measurements were repeated with the motors decoupled, enabling the calculation of each 

motor’s losses individually. The results are shown in table 3.1. From these, the required DC motor 

current to simulate a fan load for the induction motor at each speed n, was calculated using the 

formulas: 
2 

nl 
P, -746-(545) , 

V = Ke-n, and 

I= P, ~ Pew 
V > 

where P, is the induction motor output power. The results are shown in table 3.2. 
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Table 3.1 Friction and windage losses for the motors. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

n DCG+IM | DCG+IM | DCG+IM | DCG | DCG | DCG IM 

(rpm) VW) I(A) Pew (W) | VV) | TCA) | Pew CW) | Pew (W) 

500 9.22 1.20 9.91 8.68 | 0.90 7.16 2.75 

1000 17.4 1.42 23.1 16.7 | 1.01 16.1 7.0 

1500 25.4 1.60 38.6 24.5 | 1.13 26.7 11.9 

2000 33.5 1.81 58.0 32.4 | 1.24 39.0 19.0 

2500 41.8 2.00 80.4 40.4 | 1.34 52.7 27.7 

3000 50.1 2.22 107.3 48.2 | 1.40 65.9 41.4 

3450 57.6 2.44 135.8 55.1 | 1.47 79.3 56.5                   
  

Table 3.2 Required DC motor currents to simulate a fan load for the induction motor. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

              

n (rpm) {| Po CW) | Pew (W) | Po-Paw CW) | VV) | TA) 

500 15.7 7.16 8.54 7.85 | 1.08 

1000 62.7 16.1 46.7 15.7 | 2.97 

1500 141 26.7 114 23.6 | 4.86 

2000 251 39.0 212 31.4 | 6.74 

2500 392 52.7 339 39.3 | 8.64 

3000 564 65.9 498 47.1 | 10.6 

3450 746 79.3 667 54.2 | 12.3     
3.2 System efficiency prediction. 

First, the phase voltage to synchronous frequency relation for the induction motor will be 

calculated. The offset voltage, V., is given by: 

V. = IbR, = 7.065V, 

where I, is the rated stator current. 

Then, the phase voltage, V,s, to synchronous frequency, f,, relation is: 
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V,. = V, + es v,| 2 = 1065+( 270 7065] 45 7.06542.095-f,, 
b B i 60 

where V;, is the rated phase voltage, and f, is the rated synchronous frequency. 

Since a fan load is used, the airgap power for each rotor speed, n, is: 
2 

n 
P, = Py, (n)+ 746-( 52] , 

which is also written as: 

=[ 2.2 G-s) : . P, 
S 

where s is the slip, which is given as: 

    

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Equations (1)-(4) together with the equivalent circuit equations form a system that is solved with a 

MatLab program (see Appendix IV) for the circuit currents. From the currents the losses on the 

stator, rotor, and core resistances are calculated. The motor efficiency is derived from these losses 

and the friction and windage losses. 

The inverter operates at a switching frequency fy = 2.78 kHz. The resistors that are in 

series with the devices’ gates set the switching time to about 0.5 ys (the rise and fall times of the 

devices are shorter than 35 ns). Assuming the DC bus voltage is constant at 

Vaus = 230-42 V, 

these losses are: 

where I,,; is the motor current, t,, the reverse recovery time of the antiparallel diodes, and Rps the 

ON resistance of the power devices. 

The losses on the bridge rectifier are: 

P, P, 
Por =2°Vp ‘Ip =2°Vp Vg 7210.7 736 = 0.0061: Pr 
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where Vp is the voltage drop across one of its diodes, Ip, the input current, and Pp, the input power 

The drive efficiency is derived from the inverter losses and the bridge rectifier losses. 

Table 3.3 shows the losses and efficiency predictions for the motor, ny, the drive, np, and 

the system, 7s. 

Table 3.3 Predicted motor, drive, and system efficiencies. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

n(rpm) | Ya (VY) | Im (A) | nm (%) | Pow (W) | Par (W) | no (%) | ns (%) 

500 43.3 2.33 26.2 24.0 0.51 70.9 18.6 

1000 74.7 2.12 56.4 20.2 0.80 84.1 47.5 

1500 106 2.17 68.3 21.1 1,39 90.2 61.6 

2000 138 2.33 73.0 24.0 2.25 92.9 67.9 

2500 169 2.56 75.4 28.4 3.35 94.2 71.0 

3000 201 2.84 76.3 34.3 4.74 95.0 72.5 

3450 229 3.11 76.7 40.8 6.21 95.4 73.2               
  

3.3 System performance measurements (without PFC). 

calculated efficiencies and power factor in table 3.5. It should be noted that the measurements do 

The measurement setup is shown in figure 3.3, the measured values in table 3.4, and the 

not include the power dissipation of the controller circuit. 

   230 VAC 
Input 

  

Bridge 

Rectifier 

  

  

Vaus Inverter 

P, L 

L DCG 

  

  

  P, I;             

Figure 3.3 System performance measurement setup (without PFC). 
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Table 3.4 System performance measurements (without PFC). 
  

n Vin In Pw | Veus I, I, I; Iv Va P, P2 Px 

(rpm) | (VY) |} (A) | (WY) | CY) (A) (A) (A) (A) } (Y) | OW) | OW) | WW) 
  

500 230 | 0.75 110 310 2.9 3.0 2.8 | 2.90 48 100 0 100 
  

1000 230 0.9 140 308 2.0 2.0 1.95 | 1.98 77 120 6 126 
  

1500 230 |} 1.55 | 236 305 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.97 | 103 175 50 225 
  

2000 230 2.4 380 300 2.2 2.2 2.1 | 2.17 | 136 | 250 110 | 360 
  

2500 | 230 3.4 560 300 | 2.55 | 2.55 | 2.4 | 2.49 } 160 | 360 185) 545 
  

3000 | 228 4.3 800 290 2.9 3.0 2.8 | 2.90 | 182 | 490 | 280 | 770 
    3450 222 6.4 | 1090 | 275 3.8 4.0 3.7 | 3.83 | 179 | 630 | 410 | 1040                           

Table 3.5 Measured efficiencies and power factor (without PFC). 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

n(rpm) | no (%) | nm (%) | ns (%) | cose (%) 

500 90.1 15.7 14.3 63.8 

1000 90.0 49.8 44.8 67.6 

1500 95.3 62.7 59.7 66.2 

2000 94.7 69.7 66.1 68.8 

2500 97.3 71.9 70.0 71.6 

3000 96.3 73.2 70.5 81.6 

3450 95.4 71.7 68.4 76.7               
3.4 Comparison. 

The plots of the predicted and the measured motor and drive efficiencies are shown in 

figure 3.4 and those of the system efficiency in figure 3.5. It can be seen that they are close enough 

(within measurement error). The deviation for speeds higher than 3000 rpm is attributed to the 

assumption in the theoretical predictions that the DC bus voltage remains constant. In practice it 

dropped, reducing the maximum output voltage that could be obtained from the drive to about 
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190 V. At these speeds the motor operated in the flux weakening region, and the actual motor 

current was higher than the predicted one. 
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Figure 3.4 Predicted and measured motor and drive efficiencies. 
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Figure 3.5 Predicted and measured system efficiencies. 
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3.5 PFC circuit. 

The block diagram of a PFC circuit is shown in figure 3.6. It consists of a bridge rectifier, a 

boost converter, and the control circuit. The control circuit makes sure that the current drawn from 

the line is sinusoidal, and that the output voltage is regulated. The PFC circuit used has the 

following characteristics: Vi, = 230 V, 50/60 Hz, Vou = 325 VDC, Pou = 1.5 kW max. 

s] Ty 

L 

  

  

» | a . 
Out 

      
    

Control 

Circuit 
    

  

Figure 3.6 Block diagram of a PFC circuit. 

3.6 System performance measurements with PFC. 

For this set of measurements the bridge rectifier of the drive was replaced with a PFC 

circuit whose output was set at 325 VDC. The measurement setup is shown in figure 3.7, the 

measured values in table 3.6, and the calculated efficiencies and power factor in table 3.7. Again, 

the measurements do not include the power dissipation of the controller circuit. 

    

Ty Poy Iaus t BR I I 

230 VAC PFC Input Vow Circuit 325 VDC | Inverter I, IM DCG Vv Load 

          P, 1, 
    

Figure 3.7 System performance measurement setup (with PFC). 
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Table 3.6 System performance measurements (with PFC). 
  

n Vin ly Pr Isus I I, I; Im Vu P; P, Pu 

(rpm) ; (V) | (A) | (W) (A) | (A) | (A) | (A) | (ADT ™) | OW) | OW) | OW) 
  

500 230 | 0.65 150 0.40 | 3.25 | 3.35 ] 3.15 | 3.25 50 118 0 118 
  

1000 | 230 | 0.74 170 0.46 2.3 2.3 2.25 | 2.28 | 82 140 0 140 
  

1500 | 230 | 1.15 | 265 0.75 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.17 | 111 | 200 32 232 
  

2000 | 230 | 1.75 | 395 1.12 | 2.3 2.3 2.2 | 2.27 | 137 | 275 80 355 
  

2500 | 230 | 2.5 560 1.65 | 2.5 2.5 2.9 | 2.63 | 174 | 380 | 150 | 530 
  

3000 | 229 3.5 730 | 2.35 | 2.8 2.9 | 2.65 | 2.78 | 203 | 520 | 220 | 740 
  

3450 | 225 4.8 | 1050 | 3.12 | 3.15 | 3.25 | 3.1 | 3.17 | 215 | 620 | 355 | 975                             
  

Table 3.7 Measured efficiencies and power factor (with PFC). 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

n(rpm) | no (%) |} nu (%) | ns (%) | cose (%) 

500 78.7 13.3 10.5 100.0 

1000 82.4 44.8 36.9 99.9 

1500 87.5 60.8 53.2 100.0 

2000 89.9 70.7 63.5 98.1 

2500 94.6 74.0 70.0 97.4 

3000 94.9 76.2 72.3 97.3 

3450 92.9 76.5 71.0 97.2               
3.7 Discussion on the effects of PFC. 

The plots of the measured system efficiencies and power factors without and with the PFC 

circuit are shown in figure 3.8. It can be seen that with the PFC circuit there is a small decrease in 

the system efficiency for speeds up to 2500 rpm (0.72 p.u.) because of the losses in the PFC circuit. 

At higher speeds the system efficiency is higher because the PFC circuit provides regulation of its 

output voltage, thus enabling higher motor voltages and lower motor currents. The most significant 
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effect that the PFC circuit has, however, is the improvement in the power factor. The advantages of 

using a PFC circuit are obvious: the input current is smaller, resulting in smaller losses in cables 

and transformers, moreover no harmonics are introduced in the line. The input current waveforms 

without and with PFC are shown in figure 3.9. 
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CONCLUSION 

This thesis had two objectives. The first was to develop a low cost and compact induction 

motor drive. The low cost part was achieved by choosing a simple control technique, and 

implementing it with simple low cost components in analog form. The compactness was achieved 

with an optimal design that utilized all the available space. The use of a small but effective force 

cooled heat sink also contributed to this. Compared to the existing 1 hp drives, the developed drive 

has the smallest volume (87 cu. in.) and is the cheapest (a $35 cost for quantities of 10,000 pieces, 

as estimated by Dr. Krishnan Ramu). For comparison, Toshiba’s VFSXS-2007P [4] has a volume of 

273 cu. in. and a retail price of approximately $700. 

All the design objectives were met. The input is single phase 230 V, the output has variable 

frequency and voltage using PWM at 2.78 kHz, and can drive motors up to l hp. Soft start is 

implemented, and the speed controller has variable integral and proportional gains. 

The second objective was to measure the effect of power factor correction on the induction 

motor drive system. This has been accomplished by comparing the system efficiency and input 

power factor without and with the PFC circuit for a fan type load. The conclusion drawn is that 

PFC can be included in the drive with a small degradation in the system efficiency for speeds up to 

0.72 p.u. but with the very significant advantage of unity power factor. 

There is one possible improvement in the design of the drive: the isolation of the speed 

command input. This input is at a high voltage with reference to the ground. Isolating it will make 

the interface to external control schemes much easier. 
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APPENDIX I 

NOMENCLATURE 

Induction motor drive system input power factor 

Normalized speed error, p.u. 

Induction motor drive efficiency 

Induction motor efficiency 

Induction motor drive system efficiency 

Commanded normalized induction motor synchronous frequency, p.u. 

Induction motor synchronous frequency, Hz 

Commanded induction motor synchronous frequency, Hz 

Inverter switching frequency, Hz 

Induction motor rated synchronous frequency, Hz 

Measured induction motor speed gain 

Commanded induction motor speed gain 

DC motor current, A 

Induction motor currents, A 

Induction motor rated stator current, A 

DC bus current, A 

Induction motor drive input current, A 

Induction motor current, A 

Induction motor rotor current (reflected to stator), A 

DC motor EMF constant 

Integral speed controller gain 

Proportional speed controller gain 

4]



P,, P2 

Ppp 

Pew 

Py 

Pinv 

Py 

Normalized frequency to normalized voltage constant 

DC motor armature inductance, H 

Induction motor rotor leak inductance, H 

Induction motor stator leak inductance, H 

Induction motor magnetizing inductance, H 

Motor speed, rpm 

Induction motor input powers, W 

Induction motor airgap power, W 

Bridge rectifier losses, W 

Friction and windage losses, W 

Induction motor drive input power, W 

Inverter losses, W 

Induction motor input power, W 

Induction motor output power, W 

DC motor armature resistance, Q 

Induction motor core resistance, Q 

MOSFET drain to source resistance (“ON” resistance), Q 

Induction motor rotor resistance (reflected to stator), Q 

Induction motor stator resistance, Q 

Induction motor slip 

Commanded induction motor slip 

Fall time, sec 

Rise time, sec 

Reverse recovery time, sec 

Soft start time constant, sec 
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Va, Vb» Ve 

Va; Vo, Ve 

Vas 

Ve 

Veus 

Vp 

Vin 

Vm 

Vo 

Vsqr 

Vuri 

Low pass filter time constant, sec 

DC motor voltage, V 

Commanded normalized induction motor phase voltage, p.u. 

3-phase sinewaves 

Outputs to motor terminals A, B, C 

Induction motor phase voltage, V 

Induction motor rated voltage, V 

DC bus voltage, V 

Diode voltage drop, V 

Induction motor drive input voltage, V 

Induction motor voltage, V 

Offset voltage, V 

Normalized offset voltage, p.u. 

Squarewave at VCO output 

Triangular wave 

Normalized induction motor rotor speed, p.u. 

Modified normalized induction motor rotor speed, p.u. 

Commanded normalized induction motor rotor speed, p.u. 

Modified commanded normalized induction motor rotor speed, p.u. 

Induction motor rotor leak impedance, Q 

Induction motor stator leak impedance, Q 

Induction motor magnetizing impedance, Q 
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APPENDIX II 

SINEWAVE GENERATION 

The following Pascal program creates a data file of two sinewaves with a 120° phase 

difference. This file was used to program the EPROM. Table II.1 shows part of the data. 

program TwoSin; 

const 

NoS = 1024; { Number of Samples } 

var 

f: file of byte; 

b : byte; 

i: word; 

begin 

Assign(f, ‘2Sin.Dat'); 

ReWrite(f); 

for i := 0 to NoS-1 do 

begin 

b := Trunc(128 * (1+Sin(2*Pi*i/NoS))); 

Write(f, b); 

b := Trunc(128 * (1 + Sin(2*Pi*i/NoS - 2*Pi/3))); 

Write(f, b) 

end; 

Close(f) 

end. 
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Table II.1 Sinewave data. 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Address | Data (hex) 

000 80, 11 

001 80, 10 

002 81, 10 

003 $2, OF 

004 83, OF 

005 83, OF 

006 84, OE 

007 85, OE 

008 86, OE 

009 87, OD 

00A 87, OD 

00B 88, OD 

00C 89, OC 

00D 8A, OC 

O0OE 8A, 0C 

OOF 8B, 0B 
         



APPENDIX Il 

INDUCTION MOTOR PARAMETER CALCULATION PROGRAM 

The following MatLab programs were used to calculate the induction motor parameters. 

Program MD1.M 

global r; 

for r = 0.4:0.05:0.6 

x = fsolve(‘md2', [2, 2, 1000, 80, 2]'): 

Rr = x(1); Xlr = x(2); Rm = x(3); Xm = x(4); Xls = x(5); 

Ss = (3600-3450)/3600; 

Za =Rr/s + i * Xlr; 

Zb = Rm * i * Xm/ (Rm +i * Xm); 

Zc = Za * Zb/ (Za + Zb); 

| = 230 / sqrt(3) / abs(Zc + 2.355 + i * XIs) 

end 

Program MD2.M 

function gq = md2(p) 

Rr = p(1); Xlr = p(2); Rm = p(3); Xm = p(4); Xls = p(5); 

q = zeros(5, 71); 

P1 = 250-150; 

V1 = 230: 

11 = (1.85+1.9+1.8)/3; 

21 = Vi/sqrt(3)/I1; 

fil = acos(P1/sqrt(3)/V1/11); 

Z1 = 21 * cos(fi1) + i * Z1 * sin(fi1); 

P2 = 100+15: 

V2 = 36;



I2 = 3; 

Z2 = V2/sqrt(3)/I2; 

fi2 = acos(P2/sqrt(3)/V2/I2); 

Z2 = Z2 * cos(fi2) + i * Z2 * sin(fi2); 

Za=Rr+i* Xr; 

Zb=Rm*i* Xm/(Rm +i * Xm); 

Ze = Za* Zb/ (Za + Zb); 

q(1) = real(Zb + j * Xls + 2.355 - 21); 

q(2) = imag(Zb + i * Xls + 2.355 - 21); 

q(3) = real(Zc + i * Xls + 2.355 - Z2); 

q(4) = imag(Zc + i * Xls + 2.355 - Z2); 

q(5) = XIs - r/(1-r) * Xr; 
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APPENDIX IV 

EFFICIENCY PREDICTION PROGRAM 

The following MatLab programs were used to predict the motor, drive, and system 

efficiencies. 

Program MCO.M 

Na =[500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3450)’; 

Pfwa = [2.75 7.0 11.9 19.0 27.7 41.4 56.5]'; 

ifa =[ 10 15 20 30 40 45 55]; 

global N 

global Pfw 

global f0 

for i=1:7, 

cle 

N = Na(i); 

Pfw = Pfwa(i); 

f0 = ifa(i); 

met 

pause 

end 

Program MC1.M 

LIs = 7.338e-3; 

Lir = Lis; 

Lm = 183.4e-3; 

Rs = 2.355; 

Re = 640; 
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Rr = 2.055; 

f = fsolve('mc2', [f0]); 

s = 1 - N/(60*f); 

V = 7.065 + 2.095*f; 

W = 2*pi*f,; 

21 = j*w*Lir + Rr/s; 

Z2 = j*w*Lm * Re / (j*w*Lm + Re); 

Z=Rs + j*w*Lls + 21*Z2/(Z1+Z2); 

Is=V/Z; 

E1=V-Is* (Rs + j*w*Lis); 

lo = E1/Re + E1/(j*w*Lm); 

Ir = abs(Is - lo); 

Ps = 3 * abs(Is)*2 * Rs; 

Pc = 3 * abs(E1)42 / Re; 

Pr=3* IrA2* Rr; 

Po = 746*(N/3450)42; 

Pm = Po + Ps+Pr+Pc+Pfw; 

N 

Is = abs(Is) 

Vm = sqrt(3)*V 

him = Po/ Pm 

Pinv = 1.98*ls + 3.57*Is*2 

Pin = 1.0061*(Pm+Pinv); 

Pbr = 0.0061*Pin 

himd = Pm / Pin 

hsys = Po / Pin 

Program MC2.M 

function q = mc2(p) 

f= p(1); 
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q = zeros(1,1); 

Lis = 7.338e-3;: 

Lir = Lls; 

Lm = 183.4e-3; 

Rs = 2.355; 

Rc = 640; 

Rr = 2.055; 

P = Pfw + 746*(N/3450)42: 

s = 1 - N/(60*f); 

V = 7.065 + 2.095*f; 

W = 2*pi*f; 

21 = j*w*Lir + Re/s; 

Z2 = j*w*Lm * Re / (j*w*Lm + Ro); 

Z=Rs + j*w*Lis + 21*Z2/(Z1+2Z2); 

Is=V/2Z; 

E1=V-Is*(Rs + j*w*Lls); 

lo = E1/Re + E1/(j*w*km); 

Ir = abs(Is - lo); 

q(1) = P - 3*Ir42*Rr*(1-s)/s; 
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APPENDIX V 

Ke EXAR 
  

XR-2207 
  

Voltage-Controlled Oscillator 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

the XR-2207 is a monolithic voltage-contrailed oscilla- 
rot (VCO) integrated circurt featuring excellent frequer- 
cy stability and a wide tuning range. The circuit pro- 
vides simultaneous triangle and squarewave outputs 

aver a frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 1 MHz. It is ideally 
suited for FM, FSK, and sweep or tone generation, as 
well aS for phase-locked loop applications. 

the XR-2207 has a typical drift specification of 20 ppm/ 

°C The oscillator frequency can be linearly swept over 

a 1000:1 range with an external control voltage: and the 

duty cycle of both the triangle and the squarewave out- 

guts can be varied from 0.1% to 99.9% to generate 
stable pulse and sawtooth waveforms. 

FEATURES 

Excellent Temperature Stability (20 ppm/°C) 

Linear Frequency Sweep 
agiustable Duty Cycle (0.1% to 99 9%) 
wo of Four Level FSK Capability 

wide Sweep Range (1000:1 Min) 
Logic Compatible Input and Output Levels 
Aide Supply Voltage Range (+4V to +13V) 

Low Supply Sensitivity (0.1 %/V) 
wide Frequency Range (0.01 Hz to 1 MHz) 

Simultaneous Triangle and Sauarewave Outputs 

APPLICATIONS 

FSK Generation 

voltage and Current-to-Frequency Conversion 
Stable Phase-Locked Loop 

Waveform Generation 

Tnangle. Sawtocth. Pulse, Squarewave 
FM and Sweep Generation 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Power Supply 26V 

Power Dissipation (package limitation) 

Ceramic package 750 mW 
Derate above + 25°C 6.0 mWIPC 

Plastic package 625 mW 

Derate above + 25°C 5 mw 
Storage Temperature Range 65°C to + 150°C 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Part Number Package Operating Temperature 

XR2207M Ceramic ~ 55°C to +125°C 

XR2207N Ceramic 0°CS to + 70°C 

XR2207P Plastic 0°C to + 70°C 

XR2207C0N Ceramic 0°C to + 70°C 

XR2207CP Plastic Q°C to + 70°C 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

The XR-2207 utilizes four main functional blocks for fre- 
quency generation. These are a voltage controlled os- 
cillator (VCO), four current switches which are activated 
by binary keying inputs, and two buffer amplifiers for tri- 

angle and squarewave outputs. The VCO is actually a 
current controlled oscillator which gets its input from 

the current switches. As the output frequency is propor- 

tional to the input current, the VCO produces four dis- 

crete output frequencies. Two binary input pins deter- 

mine which timing currents are channeiled to the VCO. 
These currents are set by resistors to ground from each 

of the four timing terminals. 

The triangle output buffer provides a low impedance 

output (102 TYP) while the squarewave is an open- 

collector type. A programmable reference point allows 

the XR-2207 to be used in either single or slip supply 

configurations. 
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XR-2207 
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Test Conditions: Test Circuit of Figure 1, V+ = V7 = 6V,Ta = +25°C, C = 5000 pF, Ry = Ro = Rez = Ry = 
20 KQ, RL = 4.7 KQ, Binary inputs grounded, S; and So closed unless otherwise specified 

  

  

  

  

  

  

        
          
      

| XR-2207/XR-2207M XR-22070 
[ PARAMETERS MIN | TYP | MAX | MIN | TYP | MAX | UNITS CONDITIONS 

| GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Supply Voitage 

Single Supply 8 26 8 26 V See Figure 3 
Split Supplies +4 +13 ] +4 +13 V 

Supply Current 
Single Supply 5 7 5 8 mA Measured at pin 1, Sy and So ope: 

See Figure 2 
Split Supplies 

Positive 5 7 5 8 mA Measured at pir 1. Sy, So oper 
Negative 4 6 4 7 mA Measured at pin 12. S1, So ope" 

| OSCILLATOR SECTION — FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS 

Upper Frequency Limit 0.5 10 05 10 MHz C = S00 pF. R3 = 2 Kf 
| Lowest Practical Frequency 0 01 0.01 Hz C = 50 nF, R3 = 2 MN 
: Frequency Accuracy +1 =3 +1 +5 | % Of fg 
Frequency Matching 0.5 0. “f at ty 
Frequency Stability 

Temperature 20 50 30 ppm/iec tf OPC < Ta < 70°C 
Power Supply O15 0.15 oN 

Sweep Range 1000 1 | 3000 1 1000:1 fufty Ry = 18 KO for fy, 
Ra = 2 MQ for fL 

Sweep Linearity % C = 5000 pF 
10 1 Sweep 1 2 15 ty = 10 kHz, fL = 1 kHz 
1000°1 Sweep 3 5 typ = 300 kHz. f, = 100 Hz 

FM Distortion 01 01 % + 10% FM Deviation 
Recommended Range of 15 200d | 15 2060 KQ See Characteristic Curves 
Timing Resistors 
Impedance at Timing Pins 75 75 2 Measured at pins 4, 5, 6, or? 
DC Level at Timing Terminals 10 10 mv 

BINARY KEYING INPUTS 

Switching Threshoid 14 22 28 26 Vv Measured at pins 8 and 2 
Reterenced to pin ‘C 

input Impedance 5 KQ 

| QUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS 
I Tangle Output | T Measured a: pin 13 

Amplitude 4 6 Vop 
Impedance 10 Q 

DC Level +100 mV Referenced to pin 10 
Linearity Q° vad Fram 70% 10 90°, to swing 

Squarewave Output Measured at pin 13. So closed 
Amplitude 1 12 Vop 
Saturation Voltage 02 Q4 04 V Reterenced to pin 12 
Rise Time 200 nsec CU s 10 pF 

i Fatt Time 20 I | nsec Cy < tO pF   

  

  
  

PRECAUTIONS 

The following precautions should be observed when op- 

erating the XR-2207 family of integrated circults: 

1. Pulling excessive current from the timing terminals 
will adversely effect the temperature Stability of the 

circuit. To minimize this disturbance. it 1s recom. 

mended that the fota/ current drawn from pins 4, 5. 

6, and 7 be limited to <6 mA In addition. perma- 

nent damage to the device may occur if the (> 
timing current exceeds 10 mA ; 

2. Terminals 2. 3. 4, 5, 6, and 7 have very Jow inte’? 

impedance and should, therefore. be protected 1’" 
accidental shorting to ground or the supply 
ages 

3 The keying logic pulse amplitude should not excee 
the supply voltage 
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XR-2207 
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Figure 1. Test Circuit For Split Supply Operation Figure 2. Test Circuit For Single Supply Gperation 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

TIMING CAPACITOR (PINS 2 AND 3) 
non-polar. 

TIMING RESISTORS (PINS 4, 5, 6, AND 7) 
“e oscillator frequency is inversely proportional to the 

"ming capacitor, C. as indicated tn Figure 8. The mini- 
"om capacitance value 1s limited by stray capacl- 

‘ances and the maximum vaiue by physical size and 

saxage Current considerations. Recommended values 

range from 100 pF to 100 nF The capacitor should be 

The timing resistors determine the tota: timing current, 

Iv. available to charge the timing capacitor Values for 

timing resistors can range from 2 KQ to 2 MQ: however, 
for optimum temperature and power supply stability, 
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XR-2207 
recommended values are 4 Kf. to 200 Kf (see Figures 

4,5, and 7) To avoid parasitic pick up, timing resistor 

leads should be kept as short as possible. For noisy en- 

vironments, unused or deactivated timing terminals 

should be bypassed to ground through 0.1 wF capaci- 
tors. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE (PINS 1 AND 12) 

The XR-2207 is designed to aperate over a power sup- 

ply range of +4V to +13V for split supplies, or 8V to 

26V for single supplies. At high supply voltages, the fre- 
quency sweep range is reduced (see Figures 3 and 4) 

Performance !s optimum for + 6V, or 12V single supply 

operation. 

BINARY KEYING INPUTS (PINS 8 AND 9) 

The internal impedance at these pins |s approximately 

5 KO Keying levels are <1.4V for “zero” and >3V for 
“one” logic levels referenced to the dc voltage at pin 

10 (see Figure 8). 

BIAS FOR SINGLE SUPPLY (PIN 11) 

For single supply operation, pin 11 should be externally 

biased to a potential between V+/3 and V+/2 volts 

(see Figure 2}. The bias current at pin 11 is nominally 

5% of the total oscillation timing current, IT. 

GROUND (PIN 10) 

For split supply operation, this pin serves as circuit 

ground For single supply operation, pin 10 should be 

ac grounded through a 1 w»F bypass capacitor. During 
split supply operation, a ground current of 2!7 flows out 

of this terminal, where IT is the total timing current 

SQUAREWAVE OUTPUT (PIN 13) 

The squarewave output at pin 13's a “open-collector”’ 

Stage capable of sinking up to 20 mA of load current 

Ry serves as a pull-up load resistor for this output. Rec- 

ommended values for Ry range from 1 Kf to 100 KQ 

TRIANGLE OUTPUT (PIN 14) 

The output at pin 14 1s a triangle wave with a peak 

swing of approximately one-half of the total supply volt- 

age. Pin 14 has a very low output impedance of 102 

and 1s internally protected against short circuits. 

BYPASS CAPACITORS 

The recommended value for bypass capacitors is 1 uF. 

although larger values are requ'red for very low fre- 

quency operation. 

SPLIT SUPPLY OPERATION 

Figure 1 is the recommended circuit connection tor 

split supply operation The frequency of operation is de- 

termined by the tming capacitor. C, and the activated 
timing resistors (Ry through Rg) The timing resistors 

are activated by the logic signals at the binary keyirs 
inputs (pins 8 and 9), as shown tn the logic table (abe 
1). If a single timing resistor is activated, the frequency 
is 1/RC. Otherwise, the frequency is either 1/(R4||Ro\C 
or 1/(R3fRajc. 

The squarewave output is obtained at pin 13 andhas a 

peak-to-peak voltage swing equal to the supply volt. 
ages This output is an “open-collector™ type and re 

quires an external pull-up load resistor (nominally 5 KQ 

to the positive supply. The triangle waveform obtained 

at pin 14 is centered about ground and has a peak ar 

plitude of V+/2. 

The circuit operates with supply voltages ranging fror 
+ 4V to +13V. Minimum drift occurs with +6 volt sup- 
plies. For operation with unequal supply voltages, see 

Figure 3 

Note. For Single-Supply Operation, Logic Levels are 

Referenced to Voltage at Pin 10 

SINGLE SUPPLY DPERATION 

The circuit should be interconnected as shown in Fig- 
ure 11 for single supply operation. Pin 12 should be 

grounded, and pin 11 biased from V+ through a resis- 
tive divider to a value of bias voltage between V+/3 

and V+ /2, Pin 10 is bypassed to ground through a 7 pF 
capacitor. 

For single supply operation, the dc voltage at pin 10 

and the timing terminals (pins 4 through 7) are equal 
and approximately 0.6V above Vg, the bias voltage at 

pin 11 The logic levels at the binary keying terminals 
are referenced to the voltage at pin 10. 

For a fixed frequency of 13 = 1/RaC, the external cir 

cuit Connections can be simplified as shown in Figure 
11b 

  

  

  

  

        
    

Table 1 
Logic Table for Binary Keying Controls 

LOGIC 
LEVEL | SELECTED 

TIMING 
8/9 PINS | FREQUENCY DEFINITIONS 

0) 0 6 fy fy = TRAC, af, = TRgC 

o|1 | 6and7 fy + Af; |fo = 1RoC, Afp = 1/RYC 

110 5 | fo Logic Levels’ 0 = Ground 

vf 1 aands | fo + Aty 1= >3V     
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XR-2207 
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XR-2207 
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— PINS ee 
|v B DEEINTTIONS 
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Figure 9. Simplified Schematic of Frequency Control 
Mechanism 

FREQUENCY CONTROL (SWEEP AND FM) 

The frequency of operation is controlled by varying the 
total timing current, ly, drawn from the activated timing 
pins 4, 5, 6, or 7. The timing current can be modulated 
by applying a control voltage, Vc. to the activated tim- 
ing pin through a series resistor Ro as shown in Figures 
12 & 13. 

For split Supply operation, a negative contro! voltage, 
Vc. applied to the circuits of Figures 15 & 16 causes 
the total timing current, ly, and the frequency, to in- 
crease. 

As an example, in the circuit of Figure 12, tne binary 
keying inputs are grounded. Therefore, only timing pin 
6 1s activated. 

The frequency of operation, normally f = a is NOW 
3 

proportional to the control voltage. Vc, and determined 
as: 

VocR 

Rac Rov ~ 
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Figure 10. Spiit-Supply Operation: 
{a) General 
(b) Fixed Frequency 

The frequency f will increase as the control vaitage 's 

made more negative. If Rg = 2 MQ. Ro = 2 KO, C = 
5000 pF, then at 1000: 1 frequency sweep would result 
for a negativ sweep voltage Vc = V—-. 

The voltage to frequency conversion gain. K, 1S Con- 
trolled by the senes resistance Ro and can be ex- 

pressed as 

K- Me. Lt H2ivolt 
AVC RoCv - 

The circuit of Figure 12 can operate both with positive 
and negative vaiues of control voltage. However, for 
positive values of Vo with small (Ro/R3) ratio, the direc- 
tion of the timing current iv 1s reversed and the oscilla- 
tions will stop. 

Figure 13 shows an alternate circuit for frequency con- 
trol where two timing pins, 6 and 7, are activated. The 
frequency and the conversion gain expressions are the 
same as before, except that the circuit would operate 
only with negative values of Vc. For Vc > 0. pin 7 be- 
comes deactivated 

1 
and tne frequency 's fixed at f = ——. q y Rac 
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CAUTION 

For operation of the circuit, total timing current It must 

be less than 6 MA over the frequency control range. 

DUTY CYCLE CONTROL 

The duty cycle of the output waveforms can be con- 
trolled by frequency shift keying at the end of every half 
cycle of oscillator output. This is accomplished by con- 

necting one or both of the binary keying inputs (pins 8 
or 9) to the squarewave output at pin 13. The outout 
waveforms can then be converted to positive or nega- 
tive pulses and sawtooth waveforms. 

Figure 14 is the recommended circuit connection for 
duty cycle control. Pin 8 is shorted to pin 13 so that the 
circuit switches between the “0,0" and the °1,0° logic 
states given in Figure 11. Timing pin 5 is activated 
when the output is “high,” and the timing pin is acti- 
vated when the squarewave output goes to a low state. 

The duty cycle of the output waveforms is given as: 

Duty Cycle = _ Fe 
Ro + R3 

and can be varied from 0.1% to 99.9% by proper 
choice of timing resistors. The frequency of oscillation, 
f is given aS: 

2 1 
f = Co —— 

C E + =| 

The frequency can be modulated or swept without 
changing the duty cycle by connecting Ro and R2 toa 
common control voltage Vc, instead of to V— (see Fig- 
ure 15). The sawtooth and the pulse output waveforms 
are shown in Figure 15. 

ON-OFF KEYING 

The XR-2207 can be keyed on and off by simply activat- 
ing an open circuited timing pin. Under certain condi- 
tions, the circuit may exhibit very low frequency (<1 
Hz) residual oscillations in the ‘off" state due to inter- 
nal bias currents. {f this effect is undesirable, it can be 
eliminated by connecting a 10 MQ resistor from pin 3 to 
Vt. 

TWO-CHANNEL FSK GENERATOR 
(MODEM TRANSMITTER) 

The multi-level frequency shift-keying capability of XR- 
2207 makes it ideally suited for two-channel FSK gen- 
eration. A recommended circuit connection for this ap- 
plication is shown in Figure 16. 

For two-channel FSK generation, the “mark” and 
“space” frequencies of the respective channels are 

determined by the timing resistor pairs (Ry, Ro) and 
(R3, Ra). Pin 3 is the “channel-select” control in accord 

XR-2207 
with Figure 11. For a “high” logic level at pin 8, the tim- 
ing resistors Ry and Ro are activated. Similarly, for a 
“low” logic level, timing resistors Ra and Ry are en- 
abled. 

The “high” and “low" logic levels at pin 9 determine 
the respective high and low frequencies within the se- 
lected FSK channel 

Recommended component values for various com- 
monly used FSK frequencies are given in Table 1. When 
only a single FSK channel is used, the remaining chan- 
nei can be deactivated by connecting pin 8 to either 

V+ of ground. In this case, the unused timing resistors 
can also be omitted from the circuit. 

The low and high frequencies, fy and fo, for a given 
FSK channel can be fine tuned using potentiometers 
connected in series with respective timing resistors. in 
fine tuning the frequencies, fy should be set first with 
the logic level at pin 9 in a “low” level. 

Typical frequency drift of the circuit for O°C to 75°C op- 
eration is +0.2%. Since the frequency stability is di- 
rectly related to the external timing components, care 
must be taken to use timing components with low tem- 
perature coefficients. 

FSK TRANSCEIVER (FULL-DUPLEX MODEM) 

The XR-2207 can be used in conjunction with the XR- 

210, FSK demodulator, to form a full-duplex FSK trans- 
ceiver, or modem. A recommended circuit connection 
for this application is shown in Figure 20. Table 1 shows 
the recommended component values for 300-Baud 
{103-type} and 1200-Baud (202-type) Modem applica- 
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(a) General 
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APPENDIX VI 
  

Preliminary Data Sheet No. PD-6.019 
  

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER |T624R 
      

  
  
HIGH VOLTAGE THREE-PHASE iIR2130 

MOS GATE DRIVER 

General Description Features 
The IR2130 is a high voltage driver for MOS-gated power @ High voltage (600V) operation ; 

devices. It has three high side and three low side MH Output driver designed to drive MOS-gated power 

  

referenced gate drive channels. The device can be used devices 
to drive six N-channel MOSFETs or IGBTs in a three-phase — Output drive of 250mA/500mA typical source/sink 
bridge configuration operating from DC bus voltages up — Switching time of 75/35ns typical ty/t¢ into 
to 600 volts. 1000pF load 

The logic inputs are compatible with 5V CMOS OR M@ Independent half bridge drivers 
LSTTL. The output driver features a high pulse current — Three floating high voltage drivers 
buffer stage designed for minimum driver cross- — Three ground referenced drivers 
conduction. A ground referenced operational amplifier @ Floating supply designed for bootstrap operation 

provides an analog feedback of bridge current via an — Operating offset range from -5 to +600V 
external current sense resistor. A current trip function which — dV/dt immunity rated at +/-50V/ns 
terminates all six outputs is also derived from this resistor. — Quiescent power dissipation of 30mW at 15V 

An open drain FAULT signal is provided to indicate that @ Over-current shut down turns off all six drive outputs 

an over- current or undervoltage shutdown has occurred. — Trip point at 485mV with 10OmvV hysteresis 
A built-in 2ns deadtime prevents overlap current — Leading edge blanking time of 400ns typ 
conduction in the power switches. ’ @ Current amplifier provides linear voltage proportional 

to bridge current. 
. . M@ Input logic provides 2us deadtime between high 

Applications side and tow side 
— 250ns min input filter for noise immunity 

  

  

m@ PWM AC motor drives M Fault pin indicates over-current shut down and 
: ; ndervoltage lockout 

M Sixstep AC motor drives a Propagation delay time of 630ns/400ns typical ton/toff 
@ Brushless DC motor drives W@ Wide gate drive supply range from 10 to 20V 
m UPS @ Under-voltage lockout (8.65V typ) with hysteresis for 

@ High Power Ballast all channels 

Typical Connection Pinout Assignment 

Vee [a = 28] VB 
Hint L_2 27 |HO1 
HIN2{ 3 261 ¥s1 

Hina [ 4 25 | NC 

a unit 5 24 v2 

5 LIN2 oO 23 | Ho2 
2 (OAD TINS. 7 2 22 | Vs2 

5 Fauur (_6 | fr ea 
ITRIP| 9 _ 20 | Va3 

a 19 JHO3 

CA- [Li | ie | Vs3 

vss [12 | f? NC 
Vso (13 | 16 | 101 

Lo3 [14 15 | L02       

  

For mechanical specifications see back page           

  

   



IR2130 

Absolute Maximum Ratings 

Absojute Maximum Ratings indicate sustained limits beyond which damage to the device may occur. 
All voltage parameters are absolute voltages referenced to VSs unless specified otherwise. 
The Thermal Resistance and Power Dissipation ratings are measured under board mounted and still 
air conditions. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

          

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

VB123 Floating Supply Absolute Voltages V51,23-05 Vs1.2.3+20 

Vs123 Floating Supply Offset Voltages Vso-5 Vso +600 

VHO1,23 High Side Output Voltages ¥s§1,2,3-05 ¥B1,2,9+05 

Vec Fixed Supply Voltage -0.5 20 

Vso Low Side Driver Return -5 Veco +05 Vv 

VLO1,23 Low Side Output Voltages Vsq-05 Veco +05 

VIN Logic Input Voltages (HIN-, LIN~, ITRIP) -05 Voc +05 

VCA- Amplifier tnverting Input Voltage -05 Veo +05 

VCAO Amplifier Output Voltage -0.5 Voc +05 

VFLT- Fault Output Voltage ~05 Voc +05 

dVs/dt Allowable Offset Suppy Voltage Transient _ SO Vins 

Pp Package Power Dissipation @ TA <= 25°C — 15 WwW 

RthuA Thermal Resistance, Junction to Ambient - _ - 70 CAN 

Tj Junction Temperature -55 150 

Te Storage Temperature ~55 150 Cc 

TL Lead Temperature (soldering, 10 seconds) ~~ 300     
  

Recommended Operating Conditions 

Refer to the Input/Output Logic Timing diagram. For proper operation the device should be used within the 
recommended conditions. . 
The Vso,1,2,3 offset ratings are tested with all supplies biased at 15V differential. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

VB1,2,3 Fioating Supply Voltages Vs1,2,3+10 Vs1,2,3+20 

V$1,2,3 Floating Supply Offset Voltages Vsgq-5 Vso +600 

VHO1,23 High Side Output Voitages S123 VB1,23 

Vcc Fixed Supply Voltage 10 20 

Vso Low Side Drive Return -5 5 V 

VLO1,23 Low Side Outpul Voltages Vso Voc 

VIN Logic Input Voltages (HIN-, LIN-, ITRIP) Vss 5 

VCA- Amplifier inverting Input Voltage Vss 5 

Vcao Amplifier Output Vollage Vss 5 

VELT- Fault Output Voltage vss Vec         
 



Static Electrical Characteristics 

(VCC. VBS1,23=15V and Vgg =Vgq=O0V unless otherwise specified) 
(VIN. VTH, IN, Vo, and Io parameters are applicable to all six channels (HS1,2,3 & LS1,2,3)) 

The Vo and Io parameters are referenced to Vso 1,23) 
(All the Static Electrical Parameters are 100% tested in production at Ta =25C) 

IR2130 

  

  

  

    

    

  

    

  

    

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

    

    

                  

Tj = 25°C yj = -55 to 
150°C 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max | Min Max | Units Test Conditions 

ILK Offset Supply Leakage Currents — —_ 50 _ 500 Vg =Vs< =600V 
(chan 1,2,&3) 

laBso Quiescent Vgs1.23 Supply Currents — a 16 — 30 pA {VINt,2.3-)=ITRIP=5V 
(OUT=LO) 

lospsi Quiescent Vgsj2,3 Supply Currents _ 20 — _— — (HS-VjN1,2,3-)=!ITRIP=0V 
(OUT=H)) 

lacco Quiescent Vcc Supply Current ~ 26 _ — _ (ViN1,2,3-)=ITRIP=5V 
(OUT=LO)} mA 

lacci Quiescent Vcc Supply Current _ 28 35 — 6 (ViN1,2,3-)=!ITRIP =0V 
(OUT=HI) 

JIN+ Logic “1” Input Bias Current _— 360 500 _ 900 Vin =0V 
(OUT=H1) 

lin Logic “O" Input Bias Current — 160 — — _ Vin =5V 
(OUT=LO} pA 

TRIP + “High” ITRIP Bias Current _ 60 _— _ _ ITRIP =5V 

\WrAip- “Low” ITRIP Bias Current — _ 20 — 10006 nA ITRIP=0V 

VINGIH Lagic "O" Input Voltage (OUT=LO) _ —_ _ 2.2 _ Vv 

VIN IL Logic “1” Input Voltage (OUT=HI) —_ — _— _ 08 

VITTHs ITRIP input Positive Going Threshold 435 485 535 400 550 mV 

Vocuv+ Voc Supply Undervoltage Positive 85 9 9.45 8 96 
Going Threshold 

Vocuv- Vcc Supply Undervoltage Negative 8.2 8.65 9.1 77 93 
Going Threshold Vv 

Vesuvt Ves1,2,3 Supply Undervoitage _— 8.65 _ _ — 
Positive Going Thresholds 

Vesuv- VBS1,2.3 Supply Undervoltage _ 8.25 _— _ ~_ 
Negative Going Thresholds 

loy Output High Short Circuit Pulsed - 250 _ _ _— Vout =Vin- =OV, 
Current ma | PW<=10us 

lo. Output Low Short Circuit Pulsed —_ 500 - —_ _ VouT =15V, Vin-=5¥, 
Current PW < =10uS 

Voc-VOH High Level Output Voltage _— 4 45 _ 100 my | VIN-=0¥, lo =0A 

VOL Low Level Output Voltage _ 0.4 10 _ 100 VIN= =5V, Io =0A 

Ron, FLT FAULT- Low On Resistance _ 50 65 _ 150 

Vos Amplifier input Offset Voltage “ _— — 10 — _— mV Vso =CA-=0.2V 

ICA- CA- input Bias Current _ 0.5 4 _ 10 nA CA-=2.5V 

CMRR Amplifier Common Mode Rejection — 80 —_ — - Vso =CA-=0.1V & 5V 
Ratio dB 

PSRR Amplifier Power Supply Rejection _ 75 —_ _— — Vso =CA-=0.2V, 
Ratio Vcc =10V & 20V 

VOH, Amp Amplifier High Level Output Voltage 5.09 §.2 5.27 5 §5 Vv CA-=0V, Vgg=1V 

VOL,Amp Amplifier Low Level Output Voltage _— 25 20 — 50 mV CA-=1V, Vgqg =0V 

ISRC.Amp Amplifier Output Source Current 3.15 4 _ 2 _ CA-=0V, Vgq=1V, CAO =4V 

ISNK,Amp Amplifier Output Sink Current 1 16 _ 05 — CA-=1V, Vgq =0V, CAOQ=2V 

lO+,Amp Amplifier Output High Short Circuit _ 43 65 _ 10 mA | CA-=0V, Vgg =5V, CAO=0V 
Current 

io-Amp Amplitier Output Low Short Circuit _ 3 44 — 10 CA-=5V, Vsg =0V, CAOD=5V 
Current 
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1R2130 

Dynamic Electrical Characteristics 

Voc, VBS1,2,3=15V and Vso,1.2,.3 = VSS unless otherwise specified. 
The dynamic electrical characteristics are measured using the test circuit as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. 

  

  

  

  
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                        

  
    

      

            
          

  

  

  
  

      

  

              
                  

  

  

  
                                                            

  

    
  

  

yj = 25°C qT) = -55 to 

150°C 

Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Min Max j Units Test Conditions 

ton Turn-On Propagation Delay 515 630 735 _— 1300 
(all six channels) Cy =1000pF. 

tr Turn-On Rise Time (all six channels) _ 75 110 _ 150 ns Vg1,2.3 =OV to 600V 

loft Turn-Off Propagation Delay 300 400 500 _— 600 Vin =0 & BV 
(all six channels) IN= 

yy Turn-Off Fall Time (all six channels) _ 35 50 _ 75 

DT Deadtime {LS Turn-off to HS Turn-on _ 2 _ _ — us Cy =1000pF, Vin, =0 & SV 
& HS Turn-off to LS Turn-on) 

Utrip ITRIP to Output Shutdown 435 680 770 _ 1000 ns 
Propagation Delay CL =1000pF 

tat ITRIP to FAULT- Propagation Time 335 | 600 | 710 _ 1000 | ns | VIN. VitRIp=0 & SV 

tfitclr LIN1,2,3 to FAULT Clear Time _— 10 ~ — ~~ KS 
4iLin Input Filter Time (all six inputs) _ 310 _— _— — ns Vin =OV & 5V 

to! ITRIP Bianking Time _ 400 _ _ _ ns ITRIP=1V 

SR+ Amplifier Slew Rate (positive) 44 6.2 —_ 27 — Vins 

SR- Amplifier Slew Rate (negative) 24 3.2 — 15 — Vins 

Functional Block Diagram 
eo 
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Functional Description 
The IR2130 is a monolithic high voltage, high speed 

six channel power MOSFET and IGBT driver. Refer to 
the section on Functional Block Diagram for the internal 
partitioning of the various circuit blocks. The driver 
translates logic input signals into corresponding out-of- 
phase low impedance outputs. Low side channel 

outputs (LO1, 2, 3) are referenced to a fixed supply 
(Vcc-Vsg) and high side channel outputs (HO1, 2, 3) 

are referenced to individual floating rails (Vgs1, 2, 3), 
with offset capability up to 6OOV. 

Input/Output Logic 
The logic circuit provides the control pulses for the 

output channel corresponding to ihe logic inputs as 

indicated by the Input/Output Function Diagram 
(Fig. 1). The HO and LO outputs are in anti-phase with 

the corresponding HIN- and LIN- logic inputs. A bridge 
circuit overcurrent or Voc undervoltage condition sets 
the internal fault logic high, which in turn shuts all six 

drive outputs off. The logic input uses a comparator with 
hysteresis and a 300ns front end filter to provide high 
noise immunity and can accept inputs with slow rise 

times. The input thresholds are compatible with 5V 
CMOS or LSTTL and Vy /Vjy are 0.8V/2.2v. 

A minimum deadtime of 2s is provided between HO 
and LO outputs of each channel to prevent cross 
conduction between high side and tow side power 

devices. A longer deadtime can be obtained by 
providing a gap or an overlap between HIN- and LIN- 
inputs of desired duration. 

In a typical three-phase bridge operation, fast 
switching of the power devices, parasitic inductances 
in the wiring and the current sensing resistor can cause 

voltage spikes of several volts between the Vso and 
Vss pins. Thus, isolation circuits were added to 
guarantee that the logic functions correctly even when 
Vso swings by up to +/-5V with respect to Vcc. 

Protection and Diagnostics 
in the case when Vcc is below the under-voltage trip 

point, the UV detect block will send a signal to enable 
the fault logic, which in turn disables all six output 

channels. The fault logic, and therefore the outputs, 
change state as soon as Vcc crosses the under-voltage 
lockout threshold voltages. 

The over-current shutdown protection is provided to 
protect the driven power device when abnormal over- 
stress conditions occur. Over-stress conditions are 
detected by sensing the bridge circuit current through 
a sensing resistor, as shown in the section on Typical 

Connection. When the voltage at the ITRIP pin exceeds 
its threshold (485mvV), the fault logic is latched on and 
all six output channels are disabled. The fault logic, in 
this case, can be reset by either cycling Voc below its 
undervoltage threshold or by holding all three LIN- pins 

high for more than 10s. 

In both shutdown cases, the fault logic causes the 
FAULT output pin to send an open-drain diagnostic 
output signal. 

Separate UV detect blocks are also used to disable 

each floating channel individually when Vagy. 2, Or 3 
are below the trip point limit. The UV condition can be 
reset cycle-by-cycle at the next input signal into the 

channel. The UV detect for Vas, however, has no effect 

on the fault logic. 

IR2130 

In addition to these protection features, the IR2130 
also provides an operationa! amplifier which can be 

used for diagnostic feedback of the bridge circuit 
current level. By configuring the op amp as a 
noninverting amplifier, as shown in Fig. 2, the op amp 
will provide an analog (OV to 5V) signal reflecting the 
current in the bridge circuit. 

Level Shifting 
Narrow “On” and “Off” pulses triggered respectively 

by the rising and the falling edge of HINs, are generated 
by the pulse generator block. The respective pulse is 

used to drive separate high voltage N-channel DMOS 
level translators that set or reset RS latches operating 

off the floating rail. Level shifting of the ground 
referenced HIN signals is thus accomplished by 
transposing the references of the signal to the floating 
rail. Because each high voltage N-channel DMOS level 
translator is turned on for only the duration of the short 
“On” or “Off” pulses, for each set-or reset event, power 
dissipation is minimized. False triggering of the RS latch 
from fast dv/dt transients on the Vsj1, 9, 3 nodes are 
effectively differentiated from normal pull-down pulses 

through a pulse discriminator circuit such that, the 
floating channel is essentially immune to any level of 

dv/dt. Also, the high voltage level shifting circuit is 
designed to function normally even when the Vs1, 9, 3 
nodes swing more than 5V below the Vsq pin. This 
condition can often occur during the recirculation period 
of the output free-wheeling diodes. 

Output Driver 
All six channels use identical low impedance CMOS 

buffer stages with peak current capability of 0.25A for 
the pull-up and 0.5A for pull-down. To avoid cross- 
conduction noise spikes, the buffer stages are designed 

such that the pull-up device is turned off before the pull- 
down device turns on and vice versa. For a typical 
1000pF toad the rise and fall times are 75ns and 35ns, 

respectively. 

Application Guidelines 
The 1R2130 is typically used to drive six high voltage 

N-channel power MOSFETs or IGBTs configured in 
three phase bridge or other topologies. Fixed low side 
referenced outputs are used to drive the three low side 

connected power devices. Floating output channels are 
used to drive power devices in the high side 
configuration that require an over-rail gate drive. Refer 
to the section on Typical Applications for various circuit 
topologies where the 1R2130 is applicable. 

Typically, the floating supply is derivéd from the fixed 
supply using a bootstrap technique as shown in the 

section on Typical Connection. The charging diode must 
have a voltage withstand capability higher than the peak 

HV bus voltage. To prevent discharging of the bootstrap 

capacitors, a fast recovery diode is recommended. The 
value of the bootstrap capacitor depends on the 
switching frequency, duty cycle and gate charge 
requirement of the power MOSFET. The voltage across 
the capacitor should not be allowed to drop below the 
under-voltage lockout threshold. A 0.1nF capacitor is 
usually suitable for applications switching above 5kHz. 

A supply bypass capacitor between Vcc and Vsg 

is required to supply the transient current needed for 
refreshing the bootstrap supply, as well as for switching 
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Application Guidelines (cont.) 
the capacitive loads. Typically, a value of al least ten 
times the bootstrap capacitor is recommended. This 

Capacitor together with bootstrap capacitors must be 

connected close to the device. A 0.14.F ceramic disk 

Capacitor in parallel with a 1pnF tantalum capacitor ts 
recommended for thi Voc-Vss bypass, while 0.1,.F 
capacitors are recommended for bootstrap capacitors. 

Ta minimize inductance in the gate drive loop, each 
power device should have its own dedicated connection 

Typical Applications 
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Typical Performance Characteristics 
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